MRC Harwell Laboratories

Opportunity for start-ups and growing companies to join a likeminded ‘Bio-medical’ community

Refurbished office & laboratory space
Large range of room sizes
Ideal opportunity for short-term let, flexible terms available for bio-medical start ups and off-shoots
Harwell Campus has evolved to form three clusters – space, healthcare & energy, and is home to world leading organisations such as:

- MRC Harwell
- Research Complex at Harwell
- Nucleic Acid Therapy Accelerator
- The Rosalind Franklin Institute
- STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratories
- Diamond Light Source

The campus is ideally located for access to the A34 and M4, as well as other science clusters in Oxford and nearby universities. It has very good public transport connections into Didcot, with a fast train service into Paddington, and Oxford amongst others. The campus also benefits from many bike loan stations throughout and access to national cycle networks.

The MRC Harwell site, within the Harwell Campus, offers extremely generous car parking and the opportunity to be co-housed on a site with The Mary Lyon Centre and Advance, the newly designed scientific training centre, purpose-built to deliver world-class practical and theoretical training courses.

**MRC Harwell**

The UK’s national facility for mouse genetics and the use of mouse models for the preclinical study of human disease.

The Mary Lyon Centre at MRC Harwell offers a wide range of services to researchers around the world. Services include free archiving of mouse lines to protect them for future use, distribution of mouse lines from the Archive, breeding and phenotyping of genetically altered mice, and genome engineering services to generate new mouse models.

MRC Harwell is also home to the Advance training centre, which delivers our world-class practical and theoretical training courses and has labs and training rooms available to hire.
There are a variety of differently sized offices and laboratories available on flexible terms for up to 5 years. The property has been refurbished, offices will be furnished and all rooms will have secure access systems. Laboratories will be fitted with benches, laminar flow hoods, compressed gas manifolds and all usual services. Additional services to the laboratories are available by separate arrangement.

The MRC Harwell site has additional facilities including; tissue culture laboratories, a lecture theatre, meeting rooms, a library space and a canteen which use can be included in the rental agreement.
Rooms & Facilities

1st Floor

- Lecture Theatre
- Conference Room
- Laboratory Space
- Office Space
- Additional Facilities

Additional facilities (canteen pictured).

Laboratory spaces.

Office spaces.
Contact Us

📞 +44 (0) 1235 841000
✉️ MRCHarwellLabs@har.mrc.ac.uk
🌐 har.mrc.ac.uk